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The spatial current distribution in H-terminated zigzag graphene nanoribbons (ZGNRs) under elec-

trical bias is investigated using time-dependent density-functional theory solved on a real-space

grid. A projected complex absorbing potential is used to minimize the effect of reflection at simula-

tion cell boundary. The calculations show that the current flows mainly along the edge atoms in the

hydrogen terminated pristine ZGNRs. When a vacancy is introduced to the ZGNRs, loop currents

emerge at the ribbon edge due to electrons hopping between carbon atoms of the same sublattice.

The loop currents hinder the flow of the edge current, explaining the poor electric conductance

observed in recent experiments. Published by AIP Publishing.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4959088]

I. INTRODUCTION

Graphene is a two-dimensional material which has

attracted considerable interest due to its superior electronic

and mechanical properties.1 Graphene does not have a

bandgap and limits its potential application in nano-electronic

devices. Alternatively, Graphene nanoribbons (GNRs) have a

bandgap which is opened by the lateral confinement. This

makes them promising materials for future nanoscale applica-

tions.2–10 Currently, there are several methods to fabricate

graphene nanoribbons such as chemical vapor deposition,5,6

gas-phase chemical/plasma etching,3 and oxidized unzipping

of carbon nanotubes.6,11–13 However, the measured electronic

properties of GNRs have an apparent dependency on the

experimental process.2,4,5 This may be explained by the diffi-

culty in producing pristine graphene free of defects.2,6

An understanding of the local current distribution in elec-

trically biased GNRs, and how this distribution is affected by

defects, is desirable to interpret the measured transport prop-

erties. Recently, experimental methods have been developed

to image the local current. St€utzel et al.14 investigated local

currents in GNRs through scanning photocurrent microscopy,

and Lubk et al.15 measured local currents in solids with

atomic resolution using transmission electron microscopy.

Negative local resistance has been experimentally observed in

GNRs at the low temperature limit and interpreted using a

simple viscous Fermi liquid model of the local current.16

Although there are many theoretical work on the trans-

mission property of GNRs,17–22 theoretical investigations of

local current are rare and typically use tight-binding models

which only consider interactions with nearest neighbors.23,24

In these studies, only bond currents can be examined, while

electron hopping between non-bonded atoms is neglected.

Solomon et al.25 included a coupling between second-nearest

neighbor atoms in the study of local currents in molecular

junctions and found that current flow through non-bonded

atoms dominates in some instances. Since current flow is the

result of electron interference between all possible electron

transport channels, first principles calculation is needed which

includes a more complete electron interactions. In Ref. 26, the

local current density in pristine armchair graphene nanorib-

bons with varying width has been investigated using ab initio

calculations, and streamline currents have been observed. The

effect of edge hydrogenation and oxidation on the transport of

zigzag nanoribbons has been studied in Ref. 27, and spin

polarization has been predicted. These examples show the

rich physics problems accessible with first principles and/or

experimental studies of nanoribbons.

In this work, we investigate the local current under a bias

voltage in both pristine and single-vacancy H-terminated

zigzag GNRs (ZGNRs) at ab initio level using the time-

dependent density-functional theory (TDDFT).28 The

nonequilibrium Green’s function approach (NEGF),29–31

combined with the density functional theory (DFT)32

Hamiltonian is the most popular approach to describe steady

state electron transport in nanostructures. This approach,

however, is a manifestly ground state theory (it is based

on the ground state Kohn-Sham single particle states) and

alternative schemes using TDDFT are proposed.33–47 The

TDDFT is a computationally feasible approach to access

excitation energies, and it is expected to give a better descrip-

tion of the nonequilibrium current carrying states than the

conventional DFT. The apparent advantage of the TDDFT

scheme is that it is readily usable for time dependent prob-

lems. In an earlier work, we have compared the TDDFT and

NEGF-DFT approaches for calculation of transport properties

of molecular junctions and discussed the differences of the

two approaches.48 One advantage of the TDDFT approach is

that it only needs a single time propagation, while in NEGF-

DFT, one needs converged calculation for many energies to

calculate the current. At the same time, NEGF-DFT is evi-

dently time independent, while the TDDFT approach has a

transient period before the time-independent limit is reached.

Another drawback of the TDDFT approach is that it only

works for finite bias, and zero bias conductance cannot be

easily calculated with that approach.
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The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we present

the theoretical method. In Sec. III, we present the calculation

of the electron transport for the pristine and single-vacancy

ZGNRs and interpret the results by investigating the local

current distribution. Finally, in Sec. IV, the paper is closed

with a summary and future outlook.

II. FORMALISM

The current flow in pristine and single-vacancy ZGNRs

under a bias voltage is simulated using TDDFT49 on a real-

space grid with real-time propagation. A rectangular simula-

tion box with zero-boundary condition is used. The initial

ground state of the system is prepared by performing a den-

sity functional theory calculation. The electronic dynamics

are described by the time-dependent Kohn-Sham equation

i�h
@wk r; tð Þ

@t
¼ Hwk r; tð Þ; k ¼ 1;…;N; (1)

where wk is the time-dependent single-particle Kohn-Sham

orbitals, H is the Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian, and N is the num-

ber of occupied orbitals. The total electron density is defined

by a sum over all occupied orbitals

qðr; tÞ ¼
XN

k¼1

2jwkðr; tÞj
2; (2)

where each orbital is initially occupied by 2 electrons. The

Hamiltonian, H, in Eq. (1) is given by

H ¼ � �h2

2m
r2

r þ VA rð Þ þ VH q½ � r; tð Þ þ VXC q½ � r; tð Þ

þ Vext r; tð Þ; (3)

where VA is the ionic core potential, VH is the Hartree poten-

tial, VXC is the exchange-correlation potential, and Vext(r, t)
is the time-dependent external potential. VA is a sum of

norm-conserving pseudopotentials of the form given by

Troullier-Martins50 centered at each ion. The Hartree poten-

tial, VH, is given by

VH r; tð Þ ¼
ð

dr0
q r0; tð Þ
jr� r0j ; (4)

and accounts for the electrostatic Coulomb interaction

between electrons. Eq. (4) is computed by numerically solv-

ing the Poisson equation. To represent the exchange–correla-

tion potential, VXC, we employ the adiabatic local–density

approximation (ALDA) with the parameterization of Perdew

and Zunger.51 In this study, Vext (r, t) is a slowly ramped

bias potential. The external bias potential is defined as

Vext r; tð Þ ¼

f tð ÞVb

2
; r 2 left electrode

0; r 2 central region

�f tð ÞVb

2
; r 2 right electrode;

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

(5)

where Vb is a constant. The local current is investigated

within the central region. The ramp function, f(t), is given by

f tð Þ ¼
t

s
; t � s

1; t > s;

8<
: (6)

where s¼ 0.5 fs is the ramp time. The time-dependent Kohn-

Sham orbitals may be formally propagated from the initial

state to some time, t, by using the time–evolution operator

U 0; tð Þ ¼ T exp � i

�h

ðt

0

H r; t0ð Þdt0
� �

; (7)

where T denotes time ordering. In practice, U(t, 0) is split

into a product of multiple short-time propagators

Uð0; tÞ ¼
Y

q

Uðtq; tq þ dtÞ; tq ¼ qdt; (8)

which evolve the Kohn-Sham orbitals from tq to tqþ dt. The

short-time propagator is defined by

U tq; tq þ dtð Þ ¼ exp � idt

�h
H r; tqð Þ

� �
: (9)

The time step, dt, is chosen to be sufficiently small so that

the Hamiltonian can be treated as constant. A fourth-order

Taylor expansion is used to approximate Eq. (9)

U tq; tq þ dtð Þ �
X4

n¼0

1

n!
� idt

�h
H r; tqð Þ

� �n

: (10)

Given a sufficiently small time step, this method provides

excellent accuracy with reasonable computational cost.52–55

As the bias potential drives electron current to the

boundary of the simulation cell, the zero-boundary condition

used in our simulations will lead to an unphysical reflection.

To avoid this effect, a complex absorbing potential (CAP) of

the form given by Manolopoulos56 is added in the region

close to the boundary. In the present calculation, the CAP

would reduce the electron density in the electrode regions

and, through the Hartree and exchange-correlation potentials,

affect the Kohn-Sham orbitals in the region where the CAP

is zero. To solve this problem, we have implemented the

method proposed in Ref. 48, where the CAP potential (W) is

multiplied by a projector P

W ! PWP: (11)

The projector is given by

P ¼ 1�
XN

i¼1

jwiðr; 0Þihwiðr; 0Þj; (12)

where N is the number of occupied orbitals and wi(r, 0) are

the ground state orbitals. This projected CAP ensures that

only excited electrons in the CAP region are absorbed.

In the presence of a non-local potential, such as the non-

local pseudopotential, the conventional definition of current

density, Jc ¼ ðe�h=2miÞ½w�ðr; tÞrwðr; tÞ � wðr; tÞrw�ðr; tÞ�,
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does not satisfy current conservation, r� Jc¼ 0. We, there-

fore, calculate the local current using the expression pro-

posed by Ref. 57

Jðr; tÞ ¼ �e
XN

i

ð
X

dr0w�i ðr; tÞvðr; r0Þwiðr0; tÞ; (13)

where X is the volume of the simulation cell and vðr; r0Þ is

the so called velocity operator, defined by

v r; r0ð Þ ¼ �i�h

m
rd r� r0ð Þ þ 1

i�h

�
rVnonlocal r; r0ð Þ

� Vnonlocal r; r0ð Þr0
�
: (14)

Sub-5-nm-wide GNRs3 are desired for field effect transis-

tors (FET) devices6 due to their large band gap. Using chemi-

cal methods, many sub-5-nm GNR-based devices have been

fabricated and studied.2,3 We have investigated H-terminated

ZGNRs with a width of 1.5 nm, which is similar to that of

recent experiments2,3 and is also sufficiently wide for the

study of local currents in the presence of a single vacancy.

The geometric structures of the pristine and single-vacancy

ZGNRs are optimized using the projector-augmented wave

method implemented in the Python Atomic Simulation

Environment until the atomic forces converge to <0.02 eV/Å.

The Kohn-Sham equations are solved on a real-space grid

with a uniform spacing of 0.25 Å along each spatial coordi-

nate. The simulation cell is a rectangular box with dimensions

Lx�Ly�Lz¼ 60 Å� 25 Å� 10 Å. The ZGNR lies in the x-y
plane, with the long side parallel to the x axis. The left and

right electrode regions of the bias potential are defined by

x< –20 Å and x> 20 Å, respectively. The origin lies at the

center of the simulation box. The projected CAP potential, W,

begins at 10 Å from the x boundaries of the simulation cell.

The time step is given by dt¼ 0.001 fs. The real space real

time computer code used in this calculations is developed by

our group.58

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we shall investigate the current dynamics

induced by a two-step bias potential in pristine and single-

vacancy ZGNR graphene nanoribbons. Figure 1 shows the

geometry of the pristine ZGNR. The three carbon vacancy

sites (labeled 1, 2, and 3) are also marked on the pristine

geometry. Vacancy 1 sits at the edge of the nanoribbon.

Vacancies 2 and 3 lie in the middle of the nanoribbon and

belong to sublattices A and B, respectively. The step poten-

tial ramps to its maximum (minimum) value of 0.05 V

(�0.05 V) over 0.5 fs. The shape of the bias potential is

shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 2 shows the time-dependent currents of the four

ZGNRs, as induced by the bias potential. The current is

obtained by integrating the current density over the plane

perpendicular to the center of the graphene nanoribbon, i.e.,

I ¼
Ð

Jxðx ¼ 0; y; zÞdydz. In each case, the current strongly

oscillates until �2 fs, after which the current approaches a

steady state. The current remains steady until the end of the

simulation at time, t¼ 8 fs. The initial oscillations, which are

caused by the relatively short ramp time, have been observed

in other time-dependent calculations.48,59–61 In each simula-

tion, the projected CAP absorbs <0.066 electrons. At t¼ 0,

the pristine and single-vacancy ZGNRs have 1160 and 1156

electrons, respectively. The small number of absorbed elec-

trons justifies the use of the projected CAP for low bias

voltage.

The pristine ZGNR current has, in general, the largest

magnitude. The introduction of vacancies reduces the cur-

rent, with a small drop in current for the edge vacancy and a

large drop in current for vacancies near the center of the

ZGNR. To understand why different vacancy positions result

in considerably different conductance, we investigate the

local current distribution of the defected ZGNRs.

We shall begin by describing the local currents of the

pristine ZGNR at time, t¼ 6 fs, well within the steady-state

regime. Figure 3(a) shows the vector flow of the local current

along the plane of the pristine ZGNR. The x and y compo-

nents of the current flow are obtained by integrating over the

z direction

Ji ¼
ð

Jiðx; y; zÞdz i ¼ x; y: (15)

One observes that the current flows along the transport (x)

direction and forms streamline patterns. The magnitude of

FIG. 1. Geometry of the pristine graphene nanoribbon in the region with

zero complex absorbing potential. A (red) and B (blue) are the carbon atoms

of the two sublattices. The hydrogen atoms (green) saturate the dangling car-

bon bonds. The three carbon vacancy sites (boxes 1, 2, and 3) are considered

in the calculation; vacancy 1 is an edge vacancy, and vacancies 2 and 3

belong to sublattices A and B, respectively. The red line shows the change

of the step potential along the x axis (the potential is constant in the perpen-

dicular plane).

FIG. 2. Time-dependent current of the pristine ZGNR and the three single-

vacancy GNRs (see Fig. 1).
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the current density is shown in Fig. 3(b). The current flow is

greatest along the edge of the ZGNR since this region has a

maximal density of states.62 Fig. 3(c) shows the magnitude

of the current density along the axis perpendicular to the

middle of the ribbon (z axis), i.e.,
Ð

Jxð0; y; zÞdy. The peak

value is located at �0.5 Å above and below the ribbon plane,

indicating that the current flow is dominated by p-bonded

electrons. Due to the nodal symmetry of the p orbitals, the

current flow splits into an upper and lower sheet.

We now turn to the description of the local current of

the single-vacancy ZGNRs. Fig. 4(a) shows the local current

distribution of a ZGNR with the edge vacancy. The edge cur-

rent maintains the streamline pattern of a pristine ZGNR,

and therefore, the conduction remains relatively high. The

difference of ground and excited state electron density (not

shown) is also the highest at the edges. Figs. 4(b) and 4(c)

show that loop currents appear at the edge when a carbon

vacancy is introduced in the middle of a ZGNR. The loop

currents appear at sublattice A (B) when a vacancy is intro-

duced in sublattice B (A). The carbon atoms which are adja-

cent to the vacancy, and are therefore the most affected,

belong to the opposite sublattice. The loop currents, induced

by the vacancies, break the streamline pattern, leading to the

large drop in conductance. The current flow in the ZGNR is

the result of the interference of all electron transport paths

through the carbon lattice sites. Defects alter the transport

path and, in some cases, induce loop currents. These loop cur-

rents can be quite pronounced (see the bottom of Fig. 4(b)

FIG. 3. Steady-state local current density of a pristine ZGNR. Each plot cor-

responds to time, t¼ 6 fs. Plot (a) shows a vector map of the local current

parallel to the plane of the ZGNR, plot (b) shows the magnitude of the cur-

rent density (units mA/Å), and plot (c) shows magnitude of current density

in the direction perpendicular to the ZGNR plane.

FIG. 4. Vector maps of the steady-state local current density parallel to the

plane of a single-vacancy ZGNR at t¼ 6 fs. Plot (a) shows the local current

for vacancy 1, which lies on the edge of the GNR. Plots (b) and (c) show the

local current for vacancies 2 and 3, which are located in the middle on of the

GNR on sublattices A and B, respectively. The three positions are shown in

Fig. 1.
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and the top of Fig. 4(c)), and in other cases, they are less visi-

ble (see the bottom left corner of Fig. 4(a)). By moving the

position of the vacancy gradually from the edge to the center,

the conductance decreases and the loop current at the edge

increases.

IV. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we studied the local current distribution

of electrically biased ZGNRs using TDDFT. The calcula-

tions show that current mainly flows through the edge of

pristine ZGNRs under small bias. Loop currents, due to elec-

tron hopping through carbon atoms belonging to the same

sublattice, emerge at the ribbon edge when there is a carbon

vacancy in the middle of ZGNRs. These loop currents hinder

the flow of edge current, resulting in the poor electrical con-

ductivity. Recent experiments have observed loop currents

caused by electron backflow in graphene.16 In our case, the

loop currents are the result of electron hopping between car-

bon atoms belonging to the same symmetry sublattice. Neto

et al. proposed that electrons in graphene could hop between

carbon atoms belonging to the same sublattice, and that this

hopping is very weak.63 Our results show that inter-lattice

hopping can be very strong under electrical bias when a car-

bon vacancy is introduced. These simulations will drive

future experiments and simulations studying the effect of

defects on the conductance of graphene nanoribbons. The

projected CAP method has proven effective at low bias volt-

age. Simulations involving high bias voltages would be more

complex since a method of electron injection would become

necessary. Topics for future investigations include the local

currents of multiple carbon vacancies, doped GNRs, and

GNRs with surface adsorbates, which are common methods

to modify the transport properties of GNRs.64,65 The electron

dynamics determine the performance of GNR-based devices,

and therefore, studying local currents is important for devel-

oping practical applications of GNR-based device.
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